Simple rules in hiring an entertainment lawyer
As the popularity and influence of media increases in our life, it is becoming all the more
necessary to regulate issues and matters related to different types of media such as T.V, films,
music, publishing, advertising, internet and print media etc. Regulations require law making
which in turn require practicing entertainment lawyers who can practice in entertainment law.
The principal areas of entertainment law considerably overlap “intellectual property law” like
copyrights, trademarks and patents; but the practice often involves employment law, tort, privacy
law, contract law, clearance of rights and security interests.
Why to choose a lawyer?
Choosing a lawyer in the ever increasing entertainment industry is important because
entertainment lawyers give your matters and dealings a legal status. In case of adverse
circumstances, you reside in the protection of law if all your dealings have been done in legal
proceedings. For example, attorneys related to film actors finalize contracts for the actor and the
production team. Any kind of violation from either end involves the law and may lead to
litigation and arbitration.
Another famous example is the litigation that Google Incorporated, the parent company of
YouTube, faced when users began to upload videos that had copyrights associated with them.
The case on both sides must have been led by a lawyer or a team of entertainment lawyers.
Keeping in mind the gigantic business profile of Google Incorporated, you may presume what
level of knowledge and expertise was required of the lawyer.
What to look in a lawyer?
With the increasing importance of the media and entertainment industry many lawyers have
taken up the practice of entertainment law. It is important for the entertainment lawyer to be well
versed in copyright infringement, contract law, laws related to privacy matters and other related
laws. Since, the attorney is expected to protect your rights; you must make sure that he is eligible
to do so.
How to choose an entertainment lawyer?
There are many practitioners working as sole proprietors and many who are part of firms. The
more complicated your case is, the more expertise you might require. Sole proprietors who take
up specific cases might be more experienced but firms may provide you with a more diverse
experience. Sports lawyers should be aware of laws and circumstances associated with
sportsmen like health issues, doping etc. Music lawyers on the other hand are not only limited to
paperwork, rather, they play a huge role in the career building of the musician or singer.

The above mentioned points would make the role of entertainment lawyers clear to you and
help you in choosing one in case.

